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1. Introduction

Familv
Adai
Al!!:onauian
AtakaDa
Caddoan

Lamwages
Adai
Powhatan
Atakapa
CADDO,YatasiNatchidoches
Calusa

Calusa
Chitimacha

Figure 1. Some of the World War I Choctaw Code Talkers and their commanding officer. Left
to right, Solomon Louis, Mitchell Bobb, lames Edwards, Calvin Wilson, and loseph
Davenport, with Capt. E. H. Horner. From Choctaw Nation (2002).

Surveys of Southeastern languages: Swanton (1946), Crawford, ed. (1975), Haas (}979),
Hardy and Scancarelli, eds. (in press), Sturtevant (in press), and Martin (in press).

Iroquoian:
Southern IroQuoian

CHEROKEE

Muskogean

Apalachee
Hitchiti-MIKASUKI
(MICCOSUKEE)
CREEK(MUSKOGEESEMINOLE)
ALABAMA,KOASATI
(COUSHAITA)
CHOCTAW,
CHICKASA
W (also
Chakchiuma)

Natchesan

Natchez (also Colapissa,
Taensa)

Siouan-Catawba:
Siouan

Tutelo (also SaponiOccaneechi)
Ofo
Biloxi
Quapaw
Cat.:'lwba
Woccon
Timucua
Tawasa

Catawban
Timucuan

2. The languages of the Southeast
See Table 1 Five families: Muskogean, Algonquian,
Seven language isolates: Adai, Atakapa,
Three languages that are not included
and Mobilian (also called Mobilian

Chitimacha (also
Chawasha, Wash a)

Caddoan, Iroquoian, and Siouan
Calusa, Chitimacha, Timucuan, Tunica, and Euchee
in the Smithsonian Handbook: Powhatan, Quapaw
Jargon)2

1Many people have contributed to this paper. William Bright, Wall ace Chafe, Ives Goddard, Heather Hardy,
Mary Unn, Jack ¥artin, Douglas Parks, and Robert Rankin kindly answered questions or provided crucial
material, and mell1bers of the UCLA American Indian seminar provided extremely helpful feedback on an
earlier version of this talk. My presentation of information about Chickasaw in section 3 owes an incredible
debt, as always, to my patient and insightful collaborator Catherine Willmond and the other Chickasaws
who have taught me their language. None of us would know as much about Southeastern languages
without the pioneering work of James Dorsey, Mary Haas, Horatio Hale, Morris Swadesh, John Swanton,
and the others who painstakingly recorded languages that are no longer spoken. Thanks to alL

Location
Texas Louisiana
Virginia New Jersey
Texas, Louisiana
Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas; now,
Oklahoma
Florida
Louisiana
North Carolina: now, North
Carolina Oklahoma
Florida
Alabama, Georgia, Florida: now,
Florida
Coosa and Talapoosa Rivers: now,
Oklahoma, Florida
Middle and upper Tennessee
Valley: now Texas and Louisiana
Eastern Mississippi, Alabama,
Tennessee: now, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Oklahoma
Mississippi
Virginia, lower Mississippi Valley:
later New York
lower Mississippi Valley
lower Mississippi Valley
Arkansas: later Oklahoma
South Carolina, North Carolina
North Carolina
Florida, Georgia
Alabama

Tunican

Tunica (also Pacaha,
Grigra, Koroa, Tiou,
Yazoo)

East of the Mississippi River

Yuchi

Yucm (EUCHEE)

(contact lan!!:uage)

Mobilian

Upper Tennessee Valley: now,
Oklahoma
Lower MississiDPi

Table 1. Documented languages of the Southeast
(based mainly on Goddard 2004 and Martin in press).
Names of living languages are in small capitals.

2 Mobilian is considered by e.g. Crawford (1978) to have originated after ftrst European contact, but this
view is controversial (cf. Drechsel e.g. 1997).
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Nine living Southeastern languages (in small caps in the table)3 are now spoken in
Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, and Florida
Apparent isolates
Other languages
Ethnic groups about whose languages we
have no information at all

I

Table 2. "Effectively

undocumented"

Akokisa, Bidai, Chacato, Eyeish, Opelousa,
Pakana, Pascagoula
Congaree, Coree, Cusabo, Guale, Mobila,
Monacan, Okchai, Sewee, Shoccoree-Eno,
Wateree-Chickanee, Yamasee-Tuskegee
Amacanos, Avoyel, Bayogoula, Cape Fear,
Chisca, Hooks and Blackhooks, Houma,
Keyauwee, Manahoac, Neusiok, Okelousa,
Osochee, Pedee, Pensacola, Quinipissa,
Saluda, Santee, Sawokli, Saxapahaw,
Sugeree, Suteree, Tequesta (Tegesta),
Tocobaga, Tomahitan, Waccarnaw, Waxhaw,
Wetumpka, Winyaw
Southeastern

languages

(Goddard

(3)

Ofi'-at
chokk-iJ, kowi' aa-lhiyohli.
dog-nom house-acc cat
loc-chase
'The dog chases the cat by the house'

(4)

Ofi'-at
ihoo-iJ,
kowi' j-lhiyohli.
dog-nom woman-acc
cat
dat-chase
'The dog chases the cat for the woman'

3.14. Locations can be specified more precisely by the use of relational nouns, but these are
not required for specification of the relationship and thus are not adpositions.
(5)

Ofi'-at
chokka'
anonka'-iJ, kowi' aa-lhiyohli.
dog-nom house
inside-acc cat
loc-chase
'The dog chases the cat inside of the house'

(6)

Ofi'-at
chokka'
,1!shaka'-iJ,
kowi' aa-lhiyohli.
dog-nom house
behind-acc
cat
loc-chase
'The dog chases the cat in back of the house'

2004)

3. Chickasaw, a typical Southeastern language

(5')

Chickasaw: perhaps 200 fluent speakers in Oklahoma. 4
Resources: Pulte (1976), Humes and Humes (1973), Munro and Willmond (1994; in
preparation), Munro (in press), and many technical articles.

(6')

*Ofi'-at
dog-nom

chokka'
house

anonka'-a kowi' lhiyohli.
inside-ace cat
chase

*Ofi'-at
dog-nom

chokka'
house

ashaka'-a
behind-a cc

kowi'
cat

lhiyohli.
chase

3.1 Chickasaw's word order typology
Nonetheless, Chickasaw seems clearly more postpositional than prepositional.
3.11. Chickasaw is an SOY language, using subject-object-verb word order:5
0)

Ofi'-at
dog-nom

kowi'-J!
cat-acc

lhiyohli.
chase

3.14. Chickasaw does not, strictly speaking, have adjectives. Adjectival verbs modifying
nouns follow rather than preceding them:
'The dog chases the cat'
(7)

3.12. Chickasaw genitive (possessor) nouns precede possessed nouns:
(2)

Ihoo
im-ofi'-at
John ilbak-a
woman
dat-dog-nom John hand-~cc
'The woman's dog bites John's hand'

kisili.
bite

3.13. It is standard in SOY languages for adpositions to follow their objects: these
languages use postpositions rather than prepositions. Chickasaw is problematical, however;
in Chickasaw, adpositional relations are specified with verb prefixes:
3 I will consider Chickasaw and Choctaw to be separate languages here, though they have been described
(e.g. by Pulte 1975) as dialects of a single language. If they are dialects, they are quite divergent, and
speakers of Choctaw report substantial difficulty understanding spoken Chickasaw.
4 This is really just an estimate. I have benefited from the input of Robert S. WiIliams and JoAnn Ellis.
5 I am extremely grateful to Catherine Willmond and all the other Chickasaw speakers who have taught me
about their wonderful language. Examples here are presented in the orthography of Munro and Willmond
(1994); note that (following a longstanding tradition for Choctaw and Chickasaw) underlined vowels are
nasalized. Abbreviations used include acc : accusative; agt : agent, aux : auxiliary, caus : causative, conn :
connective, dat : dative, ds : different subject, erg: ergative, loc : locative, mod: modal, neg : negative, nom
: nominative, pat: patient, pt : past/perfective, poss : possessive,qt: quotative, ss : same subject. 1, 2, 3
and s, p indicate person and number. I, n, IU, and N indicate Muskogean agreement classes. A period is used
to separate elements of a complex gloss.

::I

Ofi'
lakna-kat
kowi' tohbi-ka
dog
be. brawn-ss
cat
be.white-ds
'The brown dog chases the white cat'

lhiyohli.
chase

The Chickasaw type of SOy language follows a different "harmony" that is predicate-fmal
rather than head-final (Munro 1985).6 Whatever the ultimate analysis of this phenomenon,
Chickasaw represents a fairly unusual word order type. Greenberg (1966) classifies the
more usual SOy type as Type 23, while the less common Chickasaw type is Type 24.
The fact that Chickasaw differs from English in the normal order of words in a sentence, in
a noun plus adjective phrase, and in the order of noun plus relational noun explains why
many speakers often remark that Chickasaw structure is "backwards" relative to English.
3.2 Other typological features of Chickasaw
3.21. Chickasaw uses a system of "active" agreement with two groups of pronominal
affixes, one (class!) used for most active or transitive subjects, the other (class U) used for
most non-active subjects and for most objects. Third person arguments are not marked, but
are inferred when a bare verb is used as a full sentence. (Chickasaw does not have sex
gender; 1 use 'he' and 'him' only for convenience, but 'she' and 'her' or 'it' would work just as
well as translations.)
6 Hale and Salamanca

(2002) offer a similar argument

regarding

4.

Misumalpan.

(8a)
(8b)
(8c)

Hilha. 'He dances'
Kii-hilha. 'We dance'
Ish-hilha. 'You dance'

(intransitive (active); class I agreement)

(9a)
(9b)
(9c)

Sipokni. 'He is old'
Po-sipokni. 'We are old'
Chi-sipokni. 'You are old'

(intransitive (non-active); class ITagreement)

(10a)
(lOb)
(lOc)
(1Od)
(lOe)
(1Of)
(lOg)

Lhiyohli. 'He chases him'
Kii-Ihiyohli. 'We chase him'
Ish-lhiyohli. 'You chase him'
Po-lhiyohli. 'He chases us'
Chi-lhiyohli. 'He chases you'
Kii-chi-lhiyoWi. 'We chase you'
Ish-po-lhiyohli. 'You chase us'

(transitive: class I for subject, class ITfor object)

much about their structural features, but we have enough data for many of them to present a
brief comparison with the characteristic Muskogean features exemplified above by
Chickasaw, showing that there is indeed a Southeastern linguistic type (cf. Rankin in press,
Kimball in press). Below I compare a number of languages of the Southeast - Atakapa,
Biloxi, Caddo, Catawba, Cherokee, Chickasaw as a representative of Muskogean,
Chitirnacha, Euchee, Natchez, Ofo, Quapaw, and Tunica - with regard to the six typological
traits described above:8
. SOY, subject-object-verb order in simple clauses;

.

Gen N, possessor-possessed order in possessive noun phrases;9

.

N P, noun-postposition order in adpositional phrases (in some cases, these may be
peripheral "postpositional" cases like that of Chickasaw; these are, at least, nonprepositional);

"F1uid"verbs may be marked either for active (class I) or non-active (class 11)subjects:
(1 la)
(lib)

Kil-ittola. 'We fall' (perhaps on purpose) (class I)
(kil- is a variant of kii-)
Po-ttola. 'We fall' (most likely by accident) (class IT)

(12a)
(12b)

Ish-hotolhko. 'You cough' (maybe, for the doctor) (class I)
Chi-hotolhko. 'You cough' (you can't help it) (class 11)

3.22. A final very characteristic feature of Chickasaw is polysynthesis, the ability to convey
a single quite complex sentence within a single verb word.7 Chickasaw verbs specify
adpositional notions, causatives, tense, modality, negation, and various adverbial concepts.
Polysynthetic structure means that almost all verbs can be used alone as complete sentences,
without added pronouns, auxiliary elements, and so on.

.
.

N Adj, noun-adjective

. Poly synthetic verbal structure, in which a verb (or verb complex) may stand alone as a
complete sentence, indicating pronominal subject and object as well as such other concepts
as causative, negation, tense and aspect, modality, and so on.
4.1. SOy word order is widespread in the Southeast,
examples: I1
Biloxi (Einaudi

(13)

Kii-chi-baa-lhiyoWi. 'We chase him with you'
IpI-2sI-with-chase

(14)

Ish-po-hilha-chi. 'You make us dance'
2sI -I pII-dance-caus

(15)

Chik-po-hilha'-ch-ok-a'n-tok.
'You were not supposed to make us dance'
2sN -I pll -dance-caus- neg-mod -pt

(16)

Kii-chi-baa-hilha'-ch-ok-fsha.

order in adjectival phrases;

Active agreement marked for pronominal arguments (with one class of agreement markers
indicating active intransitive and transitive subjects and a second class indicating non-active
intransitive subjects and transitive objects);JQ

(17a)

as illustrated by the following

1976: 168)

~ya
xohi di ~ya
ca
xti
k~
person old
the people killed many when
'when the old woman killed many people...'

7 There are numerous other features that one might consider necessary for a language to be called
polysynthetic, such as noun incorporation (which is possessed to one degree or another by most
Southeastern languages) or inflectional as opposed to agglutinative structure, which, again, all these
languages show some evidence of. I am not adopting the theoretical notion of polysynthesis argued for by
Baker (1996), an extremely restricted and hence less useful concept (thus, while Baker's paradigmatic
example of a polysynthetic language is Mohawk, a Northern Iroquoian language, Cherokee, a Southern
Iroquoian language, would not be considered polysynthetic by Baker's definition; probably no other
Southeastern language would either).

8 The sources for the data in the table include in addition to the work cited above for Chickasaw, for
Atakapa, Swanton (1919); for Biloxi, Dorsey and Swanton (1912), Einaudi (1976); for Caddo, Chafe
(1977), Chafe (in press); for Catawba, Shea (1984), Voorhis (n.d.); for Cherokee, Pulte and Feeling (1975),
ScancareIli (in press); for Chitimacha, Swadesh (1946); for Euchee, Linn (2004); for Natchez, Kimball (in
press); for Ofo, Rankin (2004) (this conference); for Quapaw, Rankin (in press); and for Tunica, Haas
(1946). I am also grateful to Wall ace Chafe, Mary Linn, and Robert Rankin for patiently answering
questions about Caddo, Euchee, Biloxi, and Ofo.
9 In some languages, pronominal possession may be marked differently (e.g. in Siouan languages, while
independent possessor nouns precede possessed nouns, typically pronominal possession of alienable nouns
is indicated with an inflected word following the possessed noun). In the case of Atakapa, I have no direct
evidence of Gen N order, but Swanton (1919: 20) writes of Atakapa, Chitimacha, and Tunica that
"Possessive pronouns are employed in making one noun dependent on another," without giving any
examples or statement of word order differences. However, since both Chitimacha and Tunica use the Gen N
order, I have assumed that this is also true in Atakapa, or otherwise Swanton would have mentioned this.
10 Languages such as Chickasaw have much more elaborate systems, with separate markers for
dative/experiencer and negative active arguments, but these are based on the simple active model.
11In some examples I give an English gloss in all caps to verbs that are obviously complex but which I do
not segment. Some of these are not segmented in the original; others are too complex for the discussion at
hand.

:'i

fi

1 pN

-2sIT -wi th-dance-caus-

'We are not making you dance with him yet'

ne g-yet

4. Southeaktern language typology
We do not, in fab, know enough about all the languages of the aboriginal Southeast to say

Catawba (Shea 1984: 56)

Tunica (Haas 1946)

(17b)

(18d)

ta"si
dog

ye
man

tchuXatire 'The dog (they say) bit the man'
BITE

Chitimacha (Swadesh 1946)
(17c)

we
that

pans
man

kis
dog

hi
geti'li
thither KILL

'That man killed a dog'

to'nik 'lu' -rihc 'the man's house'
man
3ms-house

4.3. Third, these languages are postpositional rather than prepositional: generally they have
separate postposed adpositions or suffixed case marking. (The Chickasaw case, as
discussed in 3.14, is exceptional, yet still suggestive of non-prepositional typology.)
Catawba (Shea 1984)

Euchee (Linn 200~)
(17d) Sissy Sorlny syothreshane. 'Sissy loves Sonny'
Sissy Sonny CARE.ABOUT

(19a)

(19b)
'lohoti:nu-c
cu:tahaw polo-s-al-k
su-piti-ne...
wildcat-erg
rail
split-qt-aux-conn qt-be.about-when
'When Wildcat was around splitting rails, so it is said. ...'

Quapaw (Rankin in press)
(171)

et!
there

en:ilii atta
only
~e

wa-nihe-tta
1agt-movi~g-when

'There, (my) stepfather took away from me the only horse
that I possessed. ..'

dedla 'toward the house'
toward

ill
water

mathe 'under the water'
un'der

Tunica (Haas 1946)
(19d)

ta'ri-ha'yiS
house-above

'above the house'

4.4. For the most part, adjectival modifiers follow the noun, as in (20). Generally these
"adjectives" are actually stative verbs that do not appear to form a distinct syntactic category.

Tunica (Haas 1946)
(17g)

gahfjo23de
house

Quapaw (Rankin in press)
(19c)

jtatteZ:ika sokeakni
stepfather horse)

a-a-kini...
;rune-t~ok

mutti 'in the mountains'
in

Cherokee (Pulte and Feeling 1975)

Natchez (Kimball in press)
(17e)

sak
mountain

ta'rustaku, t;,'mahJdiku,
rabbit
alligator

?uhpe'k'luhkke'ni 'Rabbit hit the alligator'
HIT

4.2. Next, genitive nouns precede possessed nouns, as in the following examples:

Catawba (Shea 1984)
(20a)

witchawa kare 'a dark night'
night
dark

Chitimacha (Swadesh 1946)

Chitimacha (Swadesh 1946)

(18a)

(20b)

we
that

pans
man

kis 'that man's dog'
dog

Cherokee (Pulte and Feeling 1975)
(18b)

wi23li u2je2li?I
Bill
his

Euchee (Linn 2004)

d<;t2gwa'2le3la
car

'Bill's car'

so:koLSi:L
turkey

col-'lis
wattle-3sposs

(20c)

'ya
tree

're
big

'a big tree'

Tunica (Haas 1946)

Natchez (Kimball in press)
(18c)

?asi huygi 'good man'J2
man good

'Turkey's wattle'

(20d)

'lo'ni-Iapti
people-good

12Swadesh

.7

argues

'good people'

that 'good' is syntactically

substantive

R

here (326).

4.5. Most languages also have an active agreement system like that described above for
Chickasaw, and are polysynthetic, in that verbs may function as complete sentences, marked
for pronominal subject and object and numerous other grammatical elements.

One of most famous Southern placenames of Indian origin, however, is thought to have
been an author's creation. Faulkner's name for "Yoknapatawpha County" came, he said,
from a Chickasaw word meaning "water flowing slow through the flatland".
.

4.6. However, some features of certain Southeastern languages do not fit the typological
profile we have been developing, however,

Kinney (1996) has connected the word, rather, to yaakni' 'land' plus patafa 'split, furrowed'.
But this raises a question: why should yaakni' plus patafa give Yoknapatawpha?

4.61. Noun-adjective order is not universal.

(21)

yaakni' aa-patafa-'
land
loc-be.split-nom

> yaaknaapatafa'

4.62. Not all Southeastern languages use active agreement.
4.63. In various respects Cherokee - easily the best known Southeastern language emerges as most divergent of these languages.
4.64. Table 3 below shows how 17 languages examined fit the Southeastern model.
(Although there are only 11 lines in the chart, the table provides data on 17 languages.)
Language

Polysynthetic
yes

Atakapa

'Y oknapatawpha',
Le. 'where the land is split'

And, indeed, if flat land has water running through it, whether slow or fast, it will be split
there - so Faulkner's translation is not so far off the mark.13 Where, though, did Faulkner,
who presumably knew no Chickasaw, learn this word?
5.2. Most Southeastern languages are now extinct, and all those that are still spoken are
seriously endangered (they are losing speakers much faster than they are gaining them).
Their potential - indeed, regrettably, almost certain - loss is an important humanistic,
cultural, and intellectual concern.
Why should we care about endangered languages?

.

Biloxi, Ofo
Caddo

Languages reflect much of their speakers' culture and experience. A society's knowledge
and expressions are inevitably lost with the loss of language.

.

Data from little known languages can prove important for scholars in a variety of fields:
historians studying old records, those attempting to understand placenames and other
geographical terms, linguists attempting to discover the interrelationships of related
languages in a family, ethnobotanists studying popular uses for plants (which may be
reflected in their names), anthropologists and others surveying kinship and other cultural
systems, and so on.

Catawba
Cherokee

es
es
es
~
yes
Table 3. Typological comparison of representative
"Yes" in a cell indicates the presence of that feature.

Southeastern languages.
Atypical cells are shaded.

.

Linguistic diversity is one of the most visible and important aspects of cultural diversity.
Language loss thus diminishes mankind's cultural diversity.
. Differences among languages provide valuable insight into how cognitive processes are
actualized in language; such differences are part of biological diversity. A language's
passing reduces the diversity of human expressive power.

.

The people who are affected most by the loss of a language, however, are the members of
that ethnic group. I have met many Indians whose languages are critically endangered or
already lost, and they feel the loss of the cultural connection and knowledge very deeply.

Other typical Southeastern features include a widespread absence of noun plurals, the
presence of classificatory verbs, the use of directional preverbs or particles, and the
extensive use of positional verbs to specify not only position but also such features as
aspect.

While introducing you to the linguistic structure of the languages of the aboriginal
Southeast in this talk today, I hope I have shown you how interesting these languages are
and convinced you that the indigenous languages of the Southeast are a valuable - and
critically threatened - part of Southern heritage.

5. The enduring presence of Southeastern
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